Your Most in the Know Friend.

Condé Nast Traveler narrows the universe with trusted narratives and insider intel. We are your most in-the-know, least judgmental friend who provides access so you can travel with confidence.

Who We Reach

$17B
SPENT ON TRAVEL

162 index
TAKE 5+ INT’L TRIPS/YEAR

31%
MORE LIKELY TO STAY IN LUXURY HOTELS

183 index
C-SUITE

Across Platforms

3.3M
PRINT READERS

6.2M
DIGITAL UNIQUEs

9.2M
SOCIAL FOLLOWERS

53.5M
VIDEO VIEWS

Editorial Tentpoles & Pillars

THE EXPERTS
Heralded for our unparalleled access, Condé Nast Traveler utilizes its trusted network of travel specialists and experts to give readers the inside track to traveling smarter, better and farther. Each year we publish our annual list of travel specialists, adventurers, guides and fixers we trust to take us deeper into the world, culminating in our annual Travel Specialist Summit in NYC.

HOT LIST
Condé Nast Traveler’s definitive list of the year’s top hotel openings—with editors and reporters reaching more than 50 countries to review hundreds of new properties brought to life across print, digital, and social platforms.

READERS’ CHOICE AWARDS
The world’s longest-running travel awards franchise, and original crowd-sourcing platform, the Readers’ Choice Awards celebrate the best of the best in the most-anticipated travel announcement of the year as voted by the most influential travelers—our readers, culminating in our annual RCA Awards in October, in NYC.

BRAND LAUNCH: WOMEN WHO TRAVEL
Condé Nast Traveler is officially launching their fastest growing editorial franchise—Women Who Travel. The platform celebrates women who reach for the glass ceiling, even when it's at 35,000 feet, and inspire all self-identifying female travelers to find and conquer their very own Everest—whether a real mountain or first solo trip.